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Abstract
For the purpose of pronunciation assessment and training in a second language both read and spontaneous speech are employed. In this paper we present the results of a study on the nature of phoneme errors in Dutch read and spontaneous non-native speech and discuss the possible consequences and relevance of these findings for the purpose of developing Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training systems.

1. Introduction
Pronunciation is considered a difficult skill to learn in a second language (L2), with the majority of L2 learners never acquiring native-like performance and many of them having problems even in attaining a level of comfortably intelligible speech. Research has shown that serious pronunciation problems can hamper communication [1][2] or even put the learner at a social and professional disadvantage (see for reviews [3]). The emphasis on communicative effectiveness in language teaching has brought about a renewed interest in pronunciation training. In addition, various studies have shown that tailor-made training is effective in improving perception and production of L2 speech sounds [4].

However, the kind of specific and intensive training that is required for improving pronunciation cannot be generally applied in L2 classrooms because it is too time-consuming. In the classroom, as well as in natural interactions, feedback on pronunciation errors is provided incidentally and is not always interpreted correctly [5].

Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training systems that make use of automatic speech recognition would seem to constitute an interesting alternative, as such systems can offer virtually unlimited input, can provide individualized, instantaneous feedback and the possibility of practicing as much as possible.

In spite of these undoubtedly attractive features, there are also important technological limitations that should be reckoned with, since automatic speech recognition (ASR) of non-native speech is still problematic [6].

To partly alleviate the ASR problems caused by non-native speech, various strategies have been proposed to constrain the output of the learner so that the speech becomes more predictable and thus more tractable form the ASR point of view. A common strategy consists in eliciting constrained output from learners by letting them read aloud texts displayed on the screen. Even in this case, however, it is possible that learners read something different from what is presented to them, but the chances are high that they will do what they are asked to do.

Although this might be a safe option from the ASR point of view, one might argue whether this is pedagogically sound from the perspective of pronunciation learning. The type of speech that is elicited in this way is indeed read speech, which of course is different from the spontaneous speech that learners will have to use in communicating in the L2. On the other hand, learning to read aloud is one of the skills that have to be learned in the L2.

For the purpose of CAPT development, such choices are very important as they determine which sounds are identified as being problematic, which ones are selected for pronunciation training and how algorithms for error detection are designed and trained, as will be explained below. Within the DISCO project [11][12], which is aimed at realizing an ASR-based training system for oral proficiency in Dutch L2, we decided to study the nature and frequency of phoneme errors in read and spontaneous non-native speech with a view to developing a sound pronunciation training component.

In this paper we first discuss the pros and cons of using either read or spontaneous speech for the purposes of pronunciation assessment and training (section 2). We then go on to present a study on the nature of phoneme errors in Dutch read and spontaneous non-native speech (section 3). We will end with a discussion of the results and some concluding remarks.

2. Pronunciation assessment and training: read speech vs. spontaneous speech
In the previous section we referred to the necessity of using read speech in ASR-based CAPT systems to make it easier for ASR to handle non-native speech. However, there are other reasons for using read speech when it comes to pronunciation assessment and training.

To start with, one could argue that learning grapheme-phoneme correspondences and being able to read aloud is a skill that should be learned in the L2 just as it is learned in the L1. In addition, for pronunciation assessment read speech offers a number of advantages. First, by eliciting read speech it is possible to control what the speakers will say and to have them produce the same words and sounds. This homogeneity in content ensures that pronunciation scores are comparable. When human judges are involved this has the additional advantage that raters are not influenced by oral production factors lying outside the domain of pronunciation such as grammar or lexicon.

Having the possibility of controlling the content of the utterances also has the advantage that phonetically balanced material can be used. In turn this is attractive because the pronunciation of all phonemes of a language can be evaluated.

So, although there are several good reasons for employing read speech when evaluating L2 pronunciation, this also has some drawbacks. For instance, the ability to read aloud in an L2 partly depends on the familiarity with L2 orthography. Interference from L2 orthography might cause specific phoneme errors thus providing a biased picture of pronunciation difficulties [7]. If some of the
errors observed in L2 read speech are simply decoding errors caused by insufficient knowledge of L2 orthography or interference from it, it is legitimate to ask whether such errors are pronunciation errors at all. In addition, research has shown that the nature and frequency of phoneme errors in non-native speech production are related to the specific relation between L1 and L2 orthography [8].

By employing spontaneously produced speech such forms of orthography interference could be avoided. The phoneme errors thus observed are more likely to give an indication of real pronunciation problems. However, since the content of the utterance cannot be controlled, it is questionable whether the speech elicited provides a complete representation of potential pronunciation problems.

Given that these choices play an important part in CAP1 development, we decided to study the nature and frequency of phoneme errors in read and spontaneous non-native speech to be able to make optimal choices for pronunciation training within the framework of our DISCO system for L2 oral proficiency training.

3. Phoneme errors in read and spontaneous non-native speech: the case of Dutch

3.1. Non-native speech material

The speech material for the present experiments was taken from the JASMIN speech corpus [9], which contains speech from speakers with different mother tongues and relatively low proficiency levels, namely A1, A2 and B1 of the Common European Framework (CEF). The speech was collected in two different modalities: read speech and human-machine dialogues. The read speech material we used for this study consists of utterances produced by 45 speakers while reading aloud short texts from the screen and sets of phonetically rich sentences. The spontaneous speech material was derived from the human-machine dialogues which were collected through a Wizard-of-Oz-based platform [9].

Orthographic transcriptions were manually created and include fluency phenomena such as filled pauses, restarts and repetitions. From these orthographic transcriptions, phonetic transcriptions were automatically generated using a pronunciation lexicon with native and non-native pronunciation variants. Phonetic transcriptions for words which contain disfluencies were manually created. Because the automatically generated phonetic transcription can contain errors, we had two transcribers manually correct the phonetic transcriptions on the word level. They were instructed to change the phonetic transcription whenever they thought that an error had been made. For this correction, only the SAMPA symbols for Dutch (SAMPA [10] is also used in the remainder of this paper) were used.

Chunks were presented in a random order. 10% of the material was corrected by both transcribers and another 10% was transcribed twice by the same transcriber in order to calculate inter-transcriber and intra-transcriber agreement, respectively. The inter-transcriber agreement is 0.91 (Cohens kappa) and the mean intra-transcriber agreement is 0.90. Both transcribers changed less than 10% of the segments, and there is quite some overlap in the segments they changed, which explains the high agreement levels. We refer to this manually corrected transcription as the reference transcription.

3.2. Automatic analysis

The speech material was automatically analyzed to identify phoneme errors. We aligned the reference transcription with a canonical transcription obtained from the CGN lexicon, as in [11]. The alignment was done using an algorithm that takes two phoneme sequences as input and calculates the optimal alignment on the basis of phonetic distances between pairs of phonemes [12].

The CGN lexicon provides some common pronunciation variants. We integrated these variants in the procedure by aligning the reference transcription with the canonical transcription that has the smallest phonetic distance to the reference transcription. In this way, some of the pronunciation variation that natives exhibit is taken into account.

After the alignment we calculated confusion matrices of phonemic substitutions and deletions.

4. Results

In Tables 1 and 2 all target phonemes are listed together with their frequency, percentage correctly realized and their three most frequent confusions. The phonemes are divided into six phonemic groups: diphthongs, monophthongs, plosives, fricatives, nasals and approximants.

4.1. Vowels vs. consonants in read and spontaneous speech

What appears from these tables is that, in general, more errors are produced in read speech than in spontaneous speech and that vowels cause more errors than consonants. Tables 3 shows average percentage correct scores for vowels and consonants not weighted by the individual cell frequencies while in Table 4 cell frequency is taken into account. Both measures indicate that vowels are more problematic than consonants in read speech, which is in line with results of previous research [7], while the results in Table 4 are mixed. In spontaneous speech consonants appear to be more problematic if cell frequency is taken into account.

Among the consonants, we see that the most frequently incorrectly pronounced consonants — /G/, /v/ and /z/ —, are often realized as their devoiced counterparts /x/, /f/ and /ð/ respectively. In many regions in the Netherlands this phenomenon also occurs among native speakers and it is therefore questionable whether these should be regarded as pronunciation errors at all.

The data in Tables 3 and 4 also show that the difference in the number of errors between vowels and consonants is much smaller in spontaneous speech than in read speech. All target vowels appear to be less problematic in spontaneous speech than in read speech, except for /Ø/, while the number of consonant errors is comparable in read and spontaneous speech.

In read speech the most problematic vowels, based on their relative error percentages, are /ɔ/ /ø/ /R/ /2/, /æ/ and /eI/. These vowels are much less error prone in spontaneous speech. This can be ascribed to different factors.
First, these sounds are represented graphemically by ‘ui’ (/ui/), ‘u’ (/Y/), ‘uu’ or ‘u’ (/Y/), ‘eu’ (/2:/), ‘e’ or ‘ee’ (/e:/) and ‘e’ (/E/). The use of the same graphemes, ‘e’ and ‘u’, to represent these phonemes might be responsible for the higher percentages of confusions in read speech as opposed to spontaneous speech, where orthography will be less of an obstacle.

Table 1: Phonemic substitutions and deletions in read speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>%cor</th>
<th>Error#1</th>
<th>Error#2</th>
<th>Error#3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ei</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9y</td>
<td>1094</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Phonemic substitutions and deletions in spontaneous speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>%cor</th>
<th>Error#1</th>
<th>Error#2</th>
<th>Error#3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ei</td>
<td>1279</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9y</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average of %correct of vowels and consonants, read and spontaneous speech and their totals. These percentages are not weighted by cell frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Spontaneous</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowels</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonants</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Average of %correct of vowels and consonants, read and spontaneous speech and their totals. These percentages are weighted by cell frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Spontaneous</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowels</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>90.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonants</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>91.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Target freq, %cor, and error percent in read and spontaneous speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>%cor</th>
<th>Error#1</th>
<th>Error#2</th>
<th>Error#3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ei</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9y</td>
<td>1094</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is corroborated by the finding that /y/ is more often realized when /2:/ and /Y/ are the target in read speech than in spontaneous speech. Second, some problematic vowels occur much less often in the spontaneous material than in the read material. This is for example the case for /9y/, /Y/ and /2:/ This difference is probably related to the different composition of the read and spontaneous material. A requirement of the phonetically rich sentences contained in the read speech material used in this study is that all phonemes appear at least once in a set of sentences. The frequency of occurrence of the various phonemes can therefore be different in spontaneous speech where there are no such requirements. Among the consonants the biggest differences between read and spontaneous speech are found for the fricatives /z/ and /h/.

As noted in [7] the fricative /z/ is very infrequent in normal Dutch, in which it represents 0.05% of the consonants while in the phonetically rich sentences used for this study, it represents 1% of the consonants. The glottal fricative /h/ is more often deleted in spontaneous speech than in read speech.
4.2. Error patterns in read and spontaneous speech

A final remark concerns the confusion patterns associated with the various phonemes. In general there are many similarities between read and spontaneous speech, although some differences are also present. For instance, the diphthong /Ei/ is confused with /a:/, /e:/ and /E/ in read speech and with /A/, /@/, and /I/ in spontaneous speech. The relation between the confusions in read speech and the grapheme representation 'ei' seems rather obvious. Similarly, /Y/ is confused with /u/, /@/, and /I/ in read speech and with /u/, /@/, and /I/ in spontaneous speech. This also seems to be related to the grapheme representation 'u' or 'uu'. Finally, the vowel /@/ is confused with /u/, /@/, and /I/ in read speech and with /u/, /@/, and /I/ in spontaneous speech. Again there seems to be a relation between the confusion pattern in read speech and the grapheme 'u'.

Among the consonants we see that the fricative /Z/ is confused with /s/, /G/, and /s/ in read speech whereas no confusions are found in spontaneous speech. The relation between the confusion pattern in read speech and the grapheme 'g' is evident also in this case.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In the previous section we have seen that there can be differences in the occurrence of phoneme errors in read and spontaneous non-native speech. Frequency of occurrence, either absolute or relative, may be a criterion in selecting problematic phonemes that should be the focus of pronunciation training [7][12]. It follows that when making such selections one should take into account which type of speech material was used for assessing pronunciation, because this partly determines the results. Related to this, it is also important that the type of training be based on the nature of the errors identified. If errors are caused by interference from the orthography, rather than by a difficulty articulating the sound in question, then some training in phonics might be more appropriate than specific pronunciation training.

The degree to which phoneme errors are affected by the orthography will be related to the degree of orthographic transparency or orthographic depth of the L2 [13] and to the relation between the L1 and the L2 [8]. To fully appreciate the results of this study and the possible consequences for CAPT development it is important to point out that Dutch is considered to be a relatively transparent language with relatively low orthographic complexity [13].

Another aspect that should be taken into account when developing systems for pronunciation training concerns the error patterns. In a recent paper we have shown that knowledge of the error patterns can be used to develop more sensitive and more accurate metrics for pronunciation error detection [11]. Since error patterns may vary depending on whether read or spontaneous speech is used, it follows that this should be taken into account when designing CAPT systems.
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